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For over 200 years the US federal government has 
distributed their publications to libraries across the country for 
access and preservation



Born Digital Preservation:
Not a new problem, but more urgent

Now most government information is 
born digital

● Preservation challenge
● More content

Table adapted from “Born-Digital U.S. Federal Government 
Information: Preservation and Access” by James A. Jacobs



Isn’t the government taking care of it?



Shutdown of 2013



How will we serve researchers who need information that was 
once easily found on government websites?
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Why We Got Involved

● Curricular focus on climate and environmental issues

● Georgetown University is a heavy user of federal data

● Professional imperative to preserve high quality information and make it 
accessible

● Strong sense that people in D.C. wanted to do something about this



Initial Feelings

● This is exciting

● We didn’t expect that we would have to do this

● This has to be done right

● This has to be done quickly

● We could use some guidance

● We should find community partners



● Calls for a space for an event in 
D.C. on Twitter

● Georgetown University Library 
volunteered

● We agreed to split up the work

● We had 12 days

Connecting with Collaborators
NSDR Residents and Community Stakeholders

● Meredith Broadway, World Bank Group
● Joe Carrano, Georgetown University Library
● Annalisa Dias, Citizen Artist and Co-Founder, DC Coalition for 

Theatre and Social Justice
● Elizabeth England, Johns Hopkins University

Georgetown University Library:
● Megan Browndorf, Eastern European Studies Liaison and Reference 

Librarian
● Elizabeth Foster, Public Policy and Social Sciences Librarian
● Emily Minton, Program and Events Coordinator
● Katherine Thomas, Communications and marketing Coordinator

Johns Hopkins University Sheridan Libraries

And even more groups...

https://datarefuge.github.io/datarescue-dc/
https://datarefuge.github.io/datarescue-dc/


Sharing the Work
Our Partners:

● Guide training and management
● Knowledge of the workflow
● Event registration
● Food (thanks, Johns Hopkins!)

Georgetown University Library:
● Local arrangements
● Recruitment and promotion
● Staffing the welcome table

Everyone:
● Recruiting speakers
● Talking to the press



● Teach in on humanizing climate 
data

● Training for guides

● Roundtable discussion on open 
data and data vulnerability

Day 1: Setting the 
Scene



DataRefuge Paths
● Seeders and sorters

○ Identify what to harvest

● Researchers and harvesters
○ Harvest the data

● Baggers and checkers
○ Inspect datasets and package them

● Describers
○ Create metadata

● Storytellers
○ Document the day’s events



Day 2: Rescuing 
Data
Focused on EPA data

Lots of energy and enthusiasm

Diverse crowd:

● Federal employees
● Academics
● Students
● Scientists
● Information professionals
● Concerned citizens

https://www.datarefuge.org/dataset?_organization_limit=0&organization=environmental-protection-agency&groups=data-rescue-events
https://www.datarefuge.org/dataset?_organization_limit=0&organization=environmental-protection-agency&groups=data-rescue-events




Final Stats

● 20 GB of data harvested

● 4776 URLs seeded

● 15 datasets bagged

● 40 datasets described

● Several storytelling profiles

● 200+ people trained

● Established an online 
community

https://datarefuge.github.io/datarescue-dc/profiles/
https://datarefuge.github.io/datarescue-dc/profiles/


What’s Next

● Continuing what we’ve started

● Working with the Libraries+ 
Network

● Seeking out other opportunities, 
such as working with 
DataLumos
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Data Refuge - Phase 1
● What we achieved so far 

● Dec 2016 - March 2017 -- 4 months!

● 34 one or two-day DataRescue events

○ Several more coming up

○ Conceived as grassroot and open to the public

○ Co-organized with other groups like EDGI (Environment 
Data and Governance Initiative)



Data Refuge - Phase 1
● Tens of thousands of URLs seeded to the 

Internet Archive

● Several terabytes of data saved to cloud 
storage

○ Some of which is accessible through the Data 
Refuge registry (https://www.datarefuge.org/)

○ The rest is still being processed 

● Developed workflows and software 
infrastructure 

○ Project constraints: extraordinary circumstances 
and a very, very short timeline

https://www.datarefuge.org/


But do you follow digital preservation best practices?

Some elements of best practices:
● Creation of valid bags using Bagit
● Quality control inserted at several points in the 

workflow
● Capturing dataset’s context & metadata 

○ HTML home page, any data dictionary, etc.

● Definition of clear distinct roles supported by a 
web-based workflow application

● Wrote a lot of “how-to” documentation 
○ Explained key digital preservation concepts: notion of “trusted 

chain of custody”, use of checksum checks, LOCKSS, etc.

● Addressed basic security concerns 
Documentation and workflow application



Certainly plenty of challenges

● Event participants: all wonderfully engaged and 
hard at work

○ But different skill levels and understanding of digital 
curation/preservation practices

○ Tried to orient people to roles tailored to their skill set 
to mitigate this

● Organizers/workflow architects: amazing 
people too, but coming from very different 
professional subcultures, with different 
assumptions

○ Librarians and archivists, data scientists, software 
developers, open/civic data people, and more!

DataRescue :Los Angeles - PPEH Lab Blog 

http://www.ppehlab.org/blogposts/2017/2/4/data-rescue-los-angeles


Certainly plenty of challenges
● Developing the workflow application in real time

○ Shaping up as we went

● Using CKAN out-of-the-box for the public-facing 
registry, without possibility to do much customizations

● To follow the best practices, digital curation 
processes need to be excruciatingly methodical and 
controlled

○ Not always easy to achieve under the circumstances!



Is this the ideal workflow?
● No!

● Stepping back -- goal: replicating federal data on non-federal servers

○ Would be a good idea in general (LOCKSS!)
○ Ideally should happen much more upstream
○ Working directly with the Federal agencies, data.gov, NARA, etc. 



Is this the ideal workflow?

● Would obviously be much more effective 
○ No time spent trying to “discover” where the data is
○ Harvest all the data and all accompanying metadata in a systematic manner
○ Information provided about update frequencies, etc.

● Laurie & Kim will talk more about how we hope to do more that in future 
phases

● However...



Reminder: strange times!
 
● Project developed under a lot of uncertainty, and with a very short timeline

● Who could we work with, talk to?
○ Not wanting to put Federal employees in a difficult position
○ What agencies were under a gag order? or restricted in their ability to collaborate on such a 

project?

● A lot of contradictory information circulating: 
○ From “Data Refuge is useless, all the Federal data is safe, don’t you worry!”
○ To hearing about Federal employees copying their agency’s data on portable drives and 

taking it home out of fear it would disappear
○ Or Federal employees attending DataRescue sessions and expressing deep worries

● Explains some of the workflows and architecture decisions



Essential achievement: raising awareness
● Over 2000 people participated in the 

DataRescue events 

○ Wonderfully engaged

○ Learning about digital preservation, the data 
lifecycle

○ Learning and thinking about issues at the 
intersection of data preservation and societal 
choices/politics

○ Passionate about preserving data !!!
DataRescue Phillly - PPEH Lab Blog 

http://www.ppehlab.org/blogposts/2017/1/14/field-notes-4-datarescuephilly


Essential achievement: raising awareness

● Large media coverage
○ Over 100 articles in the press, TV and radio 

programs.

● Raising awareness as important as 
actually saving the data

○ The advocacy function is crucial in this endeavor



Essential achievement: raising awareness 

Who did we reach?

● Research community

● Citizens at large (my neighbors!)

● Library/archive/data science 
communities

● Potential founders for later phases of 
the project?

DataRescue Phillly - PPEH Lab Blog 

http://www.ppehlab.org/blogposts/2017/1/14/field-notes-4-datarescuephilly


Data Refuge - Phase 1:  In conclusion
● Quite an extraordinary experience!
● Large amounts of data saved & URLs seeded to 

the Internet Archive
● Essential role in raising awareness and 

developing advocacy 

● Hope that the next phase will allow to build truly 
robust and sustainable workflows and 
infrastructure

● While finding ways to keep citizens meaningfully 
involved

 

DataRescue Phillly - PPEH Lab Blog 

http://www.ppehlab.org/blogposts/2017/1/15/datarescue-philly-builds-datarefuge
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Range of Efforts
End of Term Harvest

Climate Mirror

Azimuth

CDL/Dat Data.gov mirror

ICPSR DataLumos

NARA

https://hackmd.io/s/ryF6e382g#

https://hackmd.io/s/ryF6e382g#
https://hackmd.io/s/ryF6e382g#


Basic HTML

Embedded 
Content

Federal data   webpage

Directories of 
Files Query Interface

Research 
Dataset



Basic 
HTML

Embedded 
Content

Directories of 
Files Query Interface

Research 
Dataset

Federal data   webpage



HTML Pages

Query Interface

Research Dataset
Data files Metadata

Less than ideal, but better than 
nothing



Data Management!

Data files Metadata



Query Interface

Data files



Basic HTML

Embedded 
Content

Directories of 
Files Query Interface

Research 
Dataset

Federal data   webpage



Workflow?
Original 

● Seed & Sort webpages
● Research
● Harvest
● Bag (preserve)
● Describe
● Share (datarefuge.org)

Experiments and Pilots

● Select

● Research
● Describe
● Share & Use

● Save
● Preserve
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Thank you! 
● Laurie Allen    @librlaurie

● Kimberly Eke   @kimeke

● Elizabeth Foster  elizabeth.foster@georgetown.edu

● Delphine Khanna   @khdelphine

● Catherine Morse cmorse@umich.edu


